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For approximately the past 30 years, we have been witnessing a re-emergent interest in

learner voice from researchers, teachers, policymakers, and students themselves. This

widespread movement foreshadows the potential for a shift of paradigm from a unilateral

top-down directivity to an inclusive and dialogical decision-making process in school

systems. Youth voice is crucial to reimagine education from a global, multi-stakeholder

perspective, which can foster student engagement and promote meaningful learning

experiences. While the interest on the learner voice has burgeoned recently in the field

of music education, the body of literature in this field is still relatively small, and its

impact in the classroom and policies is limited. That said, a few research studies have

been led to study specifically the learner voice in music, both in- and out-of-school

contexts. However, so far, we have not encountered any systematic attempt to integrate

these findings into a broader framework, depicting the diversity and the commonalities

of the young learner voice in music education. To bridge this gap, we completed a

systematic literature review of the research studies that capture the essence of young

music learner voices, a corpus mostly comprised of narrative and storytelling studies. We

carried out a thematic analysis to explore how young music learners describe their own

musical experiences and meaning-making in informal and formal musical contexts. The

results emerging from this systematic literature review are organized into a framework

representing young learners’ perspectives on what they like and dislike about their

musical experience. We propose practical implications resulting from this analysis for

innovative pedagogical approaches and policies in music education, where the learner

voice is inclusively engaged in a dialogical decision-making process. Finally, we explore

avenues for promoting a more significant inclusion of learner voice in music education

and research.
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INTRODUCTION

In the past 30 years, researchers, teachers, policymakers, and students themselves have
demonstrated a re-emergent interest in learner voice (Cook-Sather, 2006). This growing interest
coincides with the endorsement of the United Nations Convention on the Rights of the Child by
the United Nations General Assembly in 1989 (Mockler and Groundwater-Smith, 2015). One of
the four principles stated in that convention is “respect for the views of the child,” which implies
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that the voice of the child is not only listened to but also taken into
consideration in the decision-making process—a proposition
that closely parallels the definition of the learner voice that
we adopted (below). The burgeoning of interest for the learner
voice is manifested, for example, by the creation of organizations
such as Student Voice (https://www.stuvoice.org/), and initiatives
such as involving students in school councils as part of school
improvement programs (Whitty and Wisby, 2007).

The learner voice would benefit both the learners and the
learning environments in promoting the development of 21st-
Century skills in a context that adapts to the reality and needs
of the learners today (and tomorrow). In that direction, Mockler
and Groundwater-Smith (2015) argue that engaging in a dialogue
with young people is a prerogative “if we are to realize the
democratic, pedagogical and social aims of education in the
21st century” (p. 5). The learner voice movement foreshadows
the potential for a paradigm shift from a unilateral top-down
directivity to an inclusive and dialogical decision-making process
in learning environments (Rudduck, 2007), where the learners
are not only democratically involved but also made responsible
for their own learning. This process is based on two mechanisms:
(1) “a practical agenda for change” where the traditional deciders
(e.g., the teachers) have the opportunity to better understand
the learner’s point of view and (2) “an important shift in the
status of students [. . . ] and in the teacher-student relationship”
where the students play an active (rather than passive) role in a
more collaborative and less hierarchical “partnership” with their
teachers (Rudduck, 2007, p. 587). Taking into consideration, the
young person’s voice is a philosophical position based upon the
belief that children and teenagers are true “beings” (and not just
“becomings”), and that their ideas and perceptions are valuable
(Bragg, 2010).

While the interest on the learner voice has burgeoned recently
in the field of music education1, the body of literature in this field
is still relatively small, and its impact in the classroom and policies
is limited (Spruce, 2015). That said, a few research studies have
been led to study specifically the learner voice in both in- and out-
of-school contexts. However, no systematic attempt to integrate
these findings into a broader framework, depicting the diversity
and the commonalities of the young learner voice in diverse
music education contexts, has been made thus far. Hence, we
don’t have access to a general picture of the musical learner voice
of the 21st-century which would inform researchers, educators,
and policymakers about the interests, values, and needs of these
learners; a picture that could, in turn, allow these professionals
to adopt better-informed practices and policies. Furthermore, at
the moment, we don’t know to what extent the learner voice is
listened to (or not) and taken into consideration (or not) in the
fields of music education and research, both in and out of school.

This literature review aims to present the actual picture of
the state of knowledge of the learner voice in music and to offer
insights for future initiatives in that domain. In order to achieve
this objective, we reviewed the literature in music where the

1For example, the 27th European Association forMusic in Schools (EAS) and the 7th
European ISME Regional Conference in Malmö (Sweden) organized their common
conference on this theme (“The School I’d Like”) in May 2019.

learner voice is quoted integrally, as we are primarily interested in
the learner’s (and not the researcher’s) perspective of music. We
then carried a thematic analysis (Kuckartz, 2014) on the integral
quotes from music learners, in order to address the following
research question: “What are young music learners saying about
their musical experience?”

SETTING THE SCENE

Formal/Informal Contexts and Learning
The link between the formal/informal notions and the learner
voice might not be obvious at first glance, but it is underlying
many aspects relevant to the learner voice in music education.
This is a complex topic that will only be briefly addressed here
as it is not central to our chapter2. Still, some elements of
the formal/informal framework in music education can help to
provide a better understanding of what learners express about
their musical experience. First of all, it is worth noting that
the formal/informal notions are not dichotomous; they fall on
a continuum (Folkestad, 2006). Secondly, various components
of the teaching and learning process can be qualified using the
formal/informal framework (Folkestad, 2006). We will discuss
two of them: context and source of learning. On one end of
the spectrum, formal context would refer to learning that takes
place within the wall of an institution (e.g., school band). On the
other end of the spectrum, informal context would be learning
that takes place out-of-school (e.g., a garage band; Folkestad,
2006). For its part, formal source of learning would be teacher-
led while informal source of learning would be self- or peer-
led (Green, 2002, 2008; Jenkins, 2011). These two dimensions
are related, but a single learning experience is not always on
the same position on the formal-informal continuum for both
context and source of learning; informal source of learning can
occur within a formal context and vice-versa. Finally, analysis of
real-life learning situations reveals that the boundaries between
the formal and the informal are rarely clear-cut; they are often
blurred and subject to various points of view (Folkestad, 2006).

The Learner Voice: Definition, Impacts and
Core Values
Throughout the world, including the United States, educational
systems are based on adults’ ideas about teaching and learning
(Cook-Sather, 2002). In most schools today, only adults are
responsible for the curriculum design (Biddulph, 2011). In
fact, all dimensions of the learning environments (from the
architectural design to the school report card) are, in most
cases, determined, elaborated and reformed without consulting
the ones that they are designed to serve (Cook-Sather, 2002).
The inadequacy of this situation has been decried by several
authors (namely by Cook-Sather, 2002; Mitra, 2014; Ozer,
2017) especially considering the context of the acceleration of

2For a more comprehensive discussion on the formal/informal framework in
music education, the reader could refer to Folkestad (2006), Green (2002); Green,
2009, Jenkins (2011), Mak (2006), Schippers and Bartleet (2013) and Veblen
(2018), among other.
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FIGURE 1 | Levels of learner voice participation [partial figure] (Rudd et al., 2006, p. 13).

social, environmental and technological changes, characterizing
the 21st-century.

Listening to the learner voice implies rethinking established
practices and authorities; decisions that were once taken by adults
in silos are now discussed with the learners and, perhaps more
importantly, their inputs can result in effective transformations.
That being said, in the literature and in practice, diverse
modalities have been labeled as “student voice” initiatives. As
shown in Figure 1.

This model highlights how the learner voice can vary
extensively in practice. On one end of the continuum, it
could manifest itself in a non-participative, passive mechanism
(Inform), which we could argue is not an authentic learner voice
(more on this later) to, on the other end, self-determination
(Empower). In view of the wide range of manifestations of the
learner voice, how can this broad concept be defined?

In most cases, “student voice” refers to school environments.
For example, Mitra describes the student voice as: “the many
ways in which youth have opportunities to share in the school
decisions that will shape their lives and the lives of their peers”
(Mitra, 2008, p. 221). This definition, which is affirming the
diversity of the student voice, is a good starting point for
the discussion although it is restricted to the school context.
However, as learning can occur in diverse settings, including
community, education, and research, we argue that the “learner
voice” can be heard and be part of the dialogue both in and
out-of-school. Consequently to this postulate we propose the
following definition of the learner voice: the process by which
learners are listened to, consulted, included, take part, or take
charge of the decision-making process or take action about their
learning or their education in diverse contexts.

In July 2019, a Google Search with the query “Student
voice” returned more than 2,000,000 results, while “Pupil voice”
returned about 335,000 results and “Learner Voice” just above
80,000 results. Those requests, intentionally conducted without
any domain specificity, offer a general insight of the popularity
of the expression “Student voice” over “Learner Voice,” with a

frequency that is approximately 25 times higher for the former.
While conscious of the apparent consensus in favor of the
expression “Student voice,” our preference for the expression
“Learner voice” is not fortuitous and reflects our intention to
broaden the contexts in which it can be part of the conversation.
In the same fashion, as a learner doesn’t, in fact, need to be
a student to learn, there is absolutely no certitude that being a
student effectively leads to learning (still, we acknowledge it does
. . . in some instances). Hence, we prefer to use the expression
“Learner Voice” throughout this chapter because it is concerned
about what individuals who are engaged in learning, wherever
it occurs—inside or outside the walls of an institution have to
say about their learning. This position is also echoed in Walker
and Logan (2008) who, after conceding that “student voice” and
“pupil voice” are the most used expressions, prefer to use “learner
voice” “to encourage debate on ‘who’ the learner actually is, as
today, the student (both adult and young), the teacher or even
their parents are now often referred to as ‘learners’ whose voices
should be heard and acted upon” (p. 2). In this chapter, we
focus on the young learner voice, “young” is broadly defined as
under 18 years old, the age of majority in more than half of the
countries of the world. However, we want to underline that, since
learning can occur anywhere and at any age, the learner voice
can be a useful concept in more diverse populations and settings,
including, but not limited to, teachers, employees in a company
or elderly learners.

Learner voice is crucial to reimagine education from a
global, multi-stakeholder perspective. Not only listening to what
young people have to say about their education, but also
looking at how they can take on effective actions, can lead
to improved teaching practices (Commeyras, 1995; Fielding
and Bragg, 2003; Cook-Sather, 2009), and provide a sense of
empowerment to the student and increase their motivation
toward their education (Rudduck, 2007; Walker and Logan,
2008; Mitra, 2014). Even if this approach involves in-depth
questioning of the actual modes of operation of our education
systems, which can provoke resistance from stakeholders who
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TABLE 1 | First search details.

Database Search terms n

ERIC “learner voice” [all fields] AND music [Subject] 1

“student voice” [all fields] AND music [Subject] 21

RILM “learner voice” [all fields] AND music [Subject] 0

“student voice” [all fields] AND music [Subject] 7

Music index “learner voice” [all fields] AND music [Subject] 0

“student voice” [all fields] AND music [Subject] 10

Education source “learner voice” [all fields] AND music [Subject] 1

“student voice” [all fields] AND music [Subject] 7

Total 47

Total (less duplicates) 39

TABLE 2 | Second search details.

Database Search n

ERIC “pupil voice” [all fields] AND music [Subject] 6

RILM “pupil voice” [all fields] AND music [Subject] 0

Music Index “pupil voice” [all fields] AND music [Subject] 4

Education source “pupil voice” [all fields] AND music [Subject] 4

Total 14

Total (less duplicates) 7

find comfort in the policies that have prevailed for decades,
learner voice initiatives can positively impact on the learner, their
teachers/guides/facilitators, and their learning environment.
Firstly, learner voice can foster student engagement and promote
meaningful learning experiences (Walker and Logan, 2008).
For example, it can lead learners to develop “greater sense of
ownership over their learning, increased motivation, improved
self-esteem, greater achievement, improved relationships with
peers and educators and increased self-efficacy” (Walker and
Logan, 2008, p. 2). Moreover, by taking an active role in
decision-making and increasing their sense of agency, learners
can experience a greater sense of responsibility and ability
to communicate, which are crucial 21st-century skills (P21,
P21). Less frequently discussed in the literature is the concept
that teachers/guides/facilitators—which we will call “guides”
from now on—can also benefit greatly from the learner voice.
Effectively, listening to their voice, guides can build a new
partnership with learners and, by receiving authentic feedback
on their educational practice, develop more efficacious teaching
skills or, in an ideal scenario, receive learners’ confirmation
that what they thought worked, actually worked effectively
(Fielding and Bragg, 2003). Learner voice can also positively
impact learning environments: when the learners are actively
involved in the decision-making process, they tend to develop
an increased sense of identity in their learning environment and
build links with institutions outside their school, which benefits
school reputation, image and dynamism (Fielding and Bragg,
2003).

Benefiting from the potential positive effects of the learner
voice requires the implementation of best practices. Robinson
and Taylor identified four “core values” of the learner voice:

1. A conception of communication as dialogue;
2. The requirement for participation and democratic inclusivity;
3. The recognition that power relations are unequal and

problematic; and
4. The possibility of change and transformation (Robinson and

Taylor, 2007, p. 8).

Following this model, authentic learner voice initiatives allow
for two-way exchanges between teachers and students, are
participatory and inclusive, challenge established power relations
and allow for effective changes. That is to say that merely
collecting students’ feedback and not taking their ideas into
consideration is not authentic learner voice.

The Learner Voice in Music
Despite the growing interest in the learner voice observed in the
scientific literature (Gonzalez et al., 2017), the literature centered
on the learner voice in music remains scarce (Spruce, 2015).
Although this area is still relatively fallow in music, we consider
the importance of reviewing the literature to draw a picture of
the actual state of knowledge about the learner voice in music.
The following questions were addressed:

1. What can we learn from the actual research on the learner
voice in music?

2. How can the actual state of knowledge about the learner voice
in music inform teaching and learning practices, and guide
further research in that field?

To address these questions, we completed a systematic literature
review of the empirical research studies on the learner voice
in music.

METHOD

We consulted four databases (ERIC, RILM, Music Index, and
Education Source) between the 11th and the 14th of June 2019.
The research criteria were: (“student voice” OR “learner voice”
[in: all fields]) AND music [in: subject]. Only peer-reviewed
research studies were retained. At this stage, a total of 47 records
were found; 39 records remained after excluding duplicates
(see Table 1).

We conducted a second search, with similar criteria, with
(“pupil voice” [in: all fields]) AND music [in: subject]. Table 2
presents search results in each database.

We then screened our results, using the following criteria:

a) The source is peer-reviewed, written in English and published
after 2005;

b) The main theme of the research study is music;
c) The source comprises integral and significant quotations from

young musicians about music.

We purposefully restrained our keywords to include
only research studies that explicitly investigated the
student/learner/pupil voice in music. As our intention was
to draw a picture of the actual state of knowledge in this domain,
we focused on the literature that has been published within the
last 15 years.
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Only 7 records matched our criteria: Countryman (2009),
Howell (2011), Lowe (2012), Evans et al. (2015), Black (2017),
Kokotsaki (2017) and Lowe (2018).

ANALYSIS

We coded all the excerpts where the learner voice was quoted
integrally in the retained literature, using NVivo 12 software
(Mac version). Quotes that were not standalone (i.e., those not
meaningful when taken out of the source) were excluded. Only
the young person quotations were analyzed, to avoid influences
from original researcher interpretation. Our objective was to
re-analyze the data and leave out, to the extent possible, the
initial researcher perspective and stay as close as possible to the
learners’ words. Given the limited quantity of sources retained,
we chose to analyze the literature in a two-step process. Firstly,
we adopted a micro approach, analyzing each paper individually
in order to bring to light the key elements that emerged from each

source retained. Secondly, we adopted amacro approach, looking
at the literature from a transversal and synthetic perspective,
to identify the recurring themes in our corpus. That is to say
that we searched for recurring themes throughout the sources
retained and organized them into broad categories. This multi-
stage process of categorization and coding is described in detail
below. Thirdly, after our main analysis was completed, we
read all sources in their entirety in order to identify the main
methodological characteristics, population, context and research
objective of each study (as presented in Table 3). These studies
encompass a wide range of music-making practices, thus offering
a multiperspective understanding of the learner voice in music.

Specific Analysis—Open Coding Structure
After coding all the participants’ quotations, we ran a word
frequency request to get an initial overview of our data. The fifty
most frequent words in all the participants’ quotes are shown
in Figure 2.

TABLE 3 | Summary of the literature retained.

Source Method N Data collection Level Context Musical

activity

Country Object of the study

Black (2017) Qualitative

Case study

3 Interview Member

check

Secondary Scholar Jazz combo Scotland The lived experience of

a school jazz combo.

Countryman

(2009)

Qualitative

Narrative

inquiry

Critical

grounded

theory

33 Interview Secondary Scholar Various music

education

activities

Canada The nature of the high

school music

experience.

Evans et al.

(2015)

Qualitative

Collective case

study

? Focus group

interviews

Secondary Informal

learning in a

formal context

Musical Future Wales The impact of Musical

Futures from the

perspective of learners.

Howell (2011) Qualitative 3 Interview Primary Music program

for newly

arrived refugee

and immigrant

children

Composition Australia Issues of creative

music making and

understanding in the

context of a music

program for newly

arrived refugee and

immigrant children.

Kokotsaki

(2017)

Mixed method ? Focus group

interviews

Attitudes to music

questionnaire

Secondary Scholar Various music

education

activities

England Pupil voice and

attitudes to music

during the transition to

secondary school.

Lowe (2012) Qualitative 48 Focus group Lower

secondary

Elective

instrument

program in

school

Small group

orchestral

instrument

lessons

Australia The values and beliefs

students in their first

year in secondary

school attach to

learning an instrument,

and the impact of the

instrument lesson upon

these values and

beliefs.

Lowe (2018) Mixed method 345 Survey (items) Secondary Large-scale

cooperative

Music Festival

Rehearsals,

performances

and attending

concerts

Australia Enjoyment,

cooperation and

motivation in

comparison to

state-based

competition festival.
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FIGURE 2 | Fifty more frequent words.

We grouped these words into main themes. The frequency of
the first word on the list determines the position of the main
theme (e.g., “like” appeared more frequently than “music” so
“pleasure or well-being” appears before “music”). The words
listed under each main theme appear in order of frequency of
appearance. All the words that were not meaningful when taken
out of context were regrouped under the category “ambiguous
or less significant.” The themes (excluding “ambiguous or less
significant” words) that can be derived from the music learners
voice 50 most frequent words were, in order of importance,
related to (1) pleasure or well-being; (2) music; (3) action; (4)
learning environment; (5) people; (6) desire and (7) receptivity. See
Table 4 for more details on this categorization.

After running the word frequency search, which offers a
surface perspective on our data, we moved toward a more in-
depth approach. We did an initial thematic analysis of our data,
using an inductive categorization. That is to say that all the
learner quotes were coded using an open structure, creating new
categories for each emerging theme. The categorization tree was
developed, structured and refined throughout the coding process.
All quotes relating to music, either directly or indirectly, were
coded in order to explore how young music learners describe
their musical experiences.

After reviewing the resulting categorization tree and our
coded extracts, we realized that the O’Neill (2016) framework3

could provide a valuable, transversal perspective on our data.
An adaptation of the five categories she proposed, effectively
encompassed most recurring themes in our sources, thus
providing an appropriate lens for a better understanding of the

3This framework was developed for the Work on the waterfront intergenerational

learning: Guidebook for educators. A cross-curricular arts and civic history program

for elementary and secondary classrooms project. It was then reused by O’Neill and
Dubé to analyse the data of their SSHRC funded project: Understanding young

musicians’ transformative music engagement: Integrating collaborative participatory

learning into individual music learning contexts (https://www.music-engagement.
com).

TABLE 4 | Main themes in participants’ words.

Main themes Words (in order of appearance)

Pleasure or well-being Like, good, enjoy, fun

Music Music, instruments, drums, guitar, keyboards,

piano, songs, part, piece

Action Plays, get, know, make, learn, working,

singing, think, trying, performing

“Ambiguous or less

significant”

Just, really, one, things, time, got, different,

year, something, well, lots, better, started,

much, now, used

Learning environment School, lessons

People Teacher, people, group, learner, band, friends,

everyone

Desire Want

Receptive Feel

student voice in music. See Table 5 for the five categories from
her model, along with their definitions.

Traversal Analysis—Coding Structure
Using this basic, five items, categorization, we completed a
second coding pass of all excerpts by recoding all the learners’
quotes using a mixed coding approach (L’Écuyer, 1987). In
other words, we used an initial categorization tree (i.e., O’Neill’s
framework) in conjunction with the possibility to create new
nodes throughout the process, adding new categories and sub-
categories when deemed relevant. During this categorization
process, we realized that all the categories comprised in the
O’Neill framework were related to what learners liked, so they
were grouped under that parent category. We also encountered
several quotes where learners explicitly described what they
disliked, hence we created this second parent category. We also
created a few sub-categories under the dislikes: disconnected
from their main interests, non-experiential approaches, limitations
to learning opportunities, limitations to well-being and teacher’s
attitude, and under the five categories from the initial O’Neill
categorization: of learning, . . . opportunities, of well-being,
with goal(s), with instrument(s) OR music, with peer(s) OR
teacher(s), find MY voice and technologies). These subcategories
offered a greater degree of precision for the salient themes
encountered in our corpus. Our final categorization resulted
in a dichotomous framework, opposing what the learners liked
to what they disliked about music, music-making, and music-
learning. Table 6 presents our final categorization tree along with
the definition of each category.

RESULTS

The literature is initially analyzed from a micro perspective,
discussing what stood out from each research paper. Then, all
sources are discussed from a transversal perspective, synthesizing
the views of young music learners about what contributes to and
impacts on, their musical engagement and the meaningfulness of
their musical experience.
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TABLE 5 | O’Neill (2016) categorization [adapted].

Category Definition

Becoming

aware

Encounter new musical ideas and experiences; taking in

more of the detail; sensing the wonder, interest and curiosity

that enables more awareness of the qualities, characteristics

and possibilities.

Connect Making connections with other forms of music, music

learning, and people; communicating with others about new

understandings.

Create Developing creativity and creative skills, decision-making and

problem-solving skills.

Explore Acquiring knowledge and skills in and through music and

technology-infused exploration and experimentation;

experience new learning opportunities.

Share Collaborating and working together toward a shared goal;

sharing skills/knowledge and music making with others.

Specific Results
We kept a journal while coding our sources. In the journal,
we noted the themes that stood out from the learner voice for
each paper. After coding was finished, we confronted our coding
with the notes in our journal, attempting to grasp the salient
elements in the discourse of the learners. Here, the frequency
of occurrences of each theme was less important to us than
how striking a peculiar quote was or what could be understood
between the “lines” of the learner voice.

Black (2017)
Black documented the lived experience of a secondary school jazz
combo through interviews (N = 3). First of all, this study revealed
that building confidence (coded under the category well-being)
was an important and valuable consequence for the learners
participating in a jazz ensemble. Learners also mentioned that
they valued learning and sharing their learningwith their peers.
Also, the importance of relationships, horizontal decision-

making and shared purpose were strongly emphasized by the
participants. On a less positive note, the learner voice also
implicitly suggested that traditional teacher-centered learning
promotes teacher dependency, even when manifested in a less
formal context: “You’ve never been taught to do this, so how can
you expect to be able to do it? [laughs] You can’t” (p. 351). This
quote implicitly reveals the student’s belief that learning always
occurs through teaching—and that it cannot be self-directed.
Hence, despite all the perceived benefits of participating in a jazz
combo project, it might also have lesser desirable outputs such
as involuntarily leading the learner to interiorize that one can’t
learn by himself.

Countryman (2009)
Countryman studied the experiences of students involved in
high school music programs. She interviewed 33 former high
school students (aged 19–25), 1–6 years after their high school
graduation. The salient theme emerging from her research
is the high value learners placed on the social connections

that initiated and created through music participation. The

participants in this research seemed to be relatively engaged in
their music learning, but the glue that held most of them together
and kept them involved in their music program was their social
relationships. Social connections were so essential for some that
they explicitly insisted on the fact that, for them, friends aremore

important than music, for example:

“(JC [Researcher]: Why did you continue with the band all the way

through high school?) Consistency, for one thing. I’d been doing it

for so long ∼ and the stigma of walking away ∼ if I walked away

from it I’d be walking away from my friends... It was all about the

friends, not about the music.” (p. 94)
“I was there because of my friends. I got the music because of it.”

(p. 95)
“I liked being a part of a musical group. I liked the kind of music

we played, and also just the people. I had a lot of friends in music

that had been in the orchestra since junior high. So, you have your

friends in the group and it’s fun.” (p. 95)

An interesting explanation for this process of bonding through
music-making from one learner is that it implies sharing
emotions with others, as explained in the following excerpts: “I
was so close with those people because you’re displaying emotion
every single day” (p. 105) and “There was the shared experience
of going through this together” (p. 94). Still, for some learners, the
social bonding that was prevalent between them and their peers
was not necessarily present with their teacher: “the conductor was
not part of the equation at all∼ not on the same playing field.”

Other elements that appeared to be highly valued by the
participants of this research were the ideas of: finding their own
voice, empowerment and ownership. While some high school
music programs adopted a traditional teacher-directed model,
other programmes were encouraging students’ initiatives, such as
choosing repertoire or self-leading rehearsals. In that direction,
learners emphasized the importance of playing the music they
wanted to play:

“Jazz night in Grade 11... we had the round tables and candles...

that was my first occasion where I performed in a small combo that

we totally did by ourselves. KN chose the song and we rehearsed all

on our own – I absolutely loved it. That was my favorite situation

of all time.” (p. 102)

Many of them also discussed how soloing was important to them,
for example:

“It was just so fun. It wasn’t just fun... it was more than that ∼

like the first time I ever had a solo people just went nuts. They said

things like ‘I didn’t know this was in you!’ I didn’t know this was in

me! That’s a good feeling to have.” (p. 101)

Finally, participants in this research valued music for its
experiential nature, for example: “And I think you have a lot to
talk about, because music ∼ it’s a lot more out of school ∼ it’s
music! Unlike other courses, music is more of an experience”
(p. 105).
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TABLE 6 | Final categorization based on O’Neill (2016).

Category Definition

Dislikes What learners said they dislike:

Disconnected from their main

interests

Being taught in ways that don’t correspond to their interests;

Being taught content that that doesn’t correspond to their interests;

Non-experiential approaches … such as teaching approaches that are not based on music playing.

Limitations to learning

opportunities

Being taught in ways that do not realize their full potential, such as a lack of differentiation.

Limitations to well-being Learning contexts that impact negatively on their well-being, such as peer pressure, stress or competition.

Teacher’s attitude … such as a discouraging, unclear or unsupportive teacher.

Likes What learners said they like:

Becoming aware Encounter new musical ideas and experiences, taking in more of the detail, sensing the wonder, interest and curiosity that

enables more awareness of the qualities, characteristics and possibilities.

Of learning Experiencing progress, success or a transformative process through diverse learning opportunities.

Of well-being Sensing a growing confidence, feeling trusted or trustful.

Connect Making connections with other forms of music, music learning, and people and communicating with others about new

understandings.

With goal(s) Being in alignment with one’s objective, passion or interests.

With instrument(s) OR music Connecting aurally or emotionally to musical tone, sound, music or instruments.

With peer(s) OR teacher(s) Developing a positive relationship with peers or teachers.

Create Developing creativity and creative skills, decision-making and problem-solving skills.

Find MY voice Discovering one’s voice through choices, a sense of freedom or musical opportunities (e.g., playing a solo).

Explore Acquiring knowledge and skills in and through music and technology-infused exploration and experimentation.

Technologies … through technologies.

Share Collaborating and working together toward a shared goal, sharing skills/knowledge and music making with others.

Musical experiences Sharing ideas, skills and knowledge acquired through musical experiences.

Evans et al. (2015)
Evans et al. studied the implementation of an informal music
learning approach (Musical Futures) in three secondary schools
in Wales. They conducted 4 focus group interviews with groups
six to eight learners (aged 11–14). The learners involved in
this project reported a positive experience overall. Quotes from
learners show how they globally valued their informal learning
experience, namely because it involved playing music that they
liked: “It’s just, like, all the bands we listen to—it’s good being able
to play what they can play” (p. 7) making choices and learning
various skills. This positive value is alsomanifested by the sense of
engagement many learners participating in this study expressed
toward their music learning. For example, the following quote
illustrates how young learners were engaged enough in music
to form their own garage band: “We started off practicing at
lunchtime in the practice rooms but that, couldn’t get much
done in the hour so we started doing it out of school then so/
[interrupted]. Learner 2: In a garage [laughs]. Learner 1: In a
garage—the neighbors don’t really like us” (p. 10).

However, despite a globally positive experience, the project
was not without tension. One prominent cause of tension was the
perceived differences in terms of musicianship between peers:

“It’s a lot more difficult when umm, there’s only one person in that

group whose only got the weakest point and it’s like everyone else is

stronger at their own—that’s when it gets a bit tricky, because that’s

when it seems to build a bit of an argument about it because we

can’t really swap because the whole group has found their strong

point but there’s always one person who still hasn’t found their

strongest point yet.” (p. 11)

Howell (2011)
Howell studied music-making and musical understanding
among newly arrived immigrant and refugee children. More
specifically, she interviewed three newly arrived children (aged
11–14) attending Melbourne English Language School in
Australia who experienced composition (songwriting) activities.
Participants in this research mainly described factually their
learning experience. Yet, the learners described how they valued
composing, for it meant creating their own music:

“The music we play. . . it comes from our heads, not from a book. . . ”

(p. 37)
“We think it up by ourselves. We do it by ourselves.” (p. 37)

These perceptions of ownership contributed to the participants’
positive appreciation of their music-making experience.

Kokotsaki (2017)
Kokotsaki studied the pupil voice and attitudes to music during
the transition to secondary school in six schools from the North
East of England. Three of these schools where data collection took
place were selected for the transition strategies they had in place
and were labeled as “good practice” schools. The remaining three
schools had no such strategies in place and were labeled as “need
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to improve” schools. Kokotsaki used a mixed method approach
combining focus group interviews and the Attitudes to Music
questionnaire. The qualitative data we re-analyzed here are based
on 97 focus-group interviews, with 4–5 pupils in each group (the
pupil’s age is unspecified, but they are in Year 7, which usually
corresponds to 11–12 years old).

The salient theme in this research is that learners place a high
value on music, especially when it is taught from an informal
approach, for example: “I love it when we do practical work
but not when we do work (writing)” (p. 11). They seem to
enjoy the experiential dimension of music: collaborating, playing,
practicing and learning various instruments. However, learners
seem to be often taught with formal teaching approaches, which
are associated with what they dislike about their music lesson,
such as sitting, writing, hard work and tests: “Our first teacher
was better—now we’re just doing piano and we used to get out
the drums and the tambourine and all that; the teacher let us
be our own musician” (p. 32). Directive teaching approaches
centered on a single instrument and/or paper and pen activities
appeared to be detrimental to learner’s appreciation of their
school music lessons.

Lowe (2012)
Lowe studied the values and beliefs that students in their first year
of secondary school attached to learning an instrument, and the
impact of the instrumental lesson upon these values and beliefs.
He conducted eight focus groups with 48 students (aged 12–13)
from Australia. What stands out in this paper is the link between
learners’ appreciation (or not) of their teacher and the value
they place on music. Positive teacher attitudes and competencies
appear to be strongly correlated with musical engagement:

“I like to go to lessons because my teacher is really nice and he’s an

inspiration to us all. My saxophone teacher, he plays the instrument

like really, really well so he always plays to me, like how he plays,

like really, really good pieces so that I can know how I will sound

maybe 1 day if I keep practicing and stuff—it’s sort of like inspiring.”

(p. 11)

However, in the opposite direction, perceptions of teacher
incompetency or poor pedagogical approach leads learners
to disengagement:

“In my first year in Year 6, the first year I was playing, we had

a really bad teacher and he always just set lots of homework and

he wouldn’t do very much at all. He didn’t bring his trumpet in so

he didn’t play it at all, he’d just tell us what to do. And there was

about. . . there was five people offered the position of the trumpet.

Everyone took it up and then by the end of the year there was only

two left. Lots of people had just quit and dropped out and I was

actually thinking about it until I asked in the office and they said

we were getting a different teacher for next year. So that’s the only

reason I stayed.” (p. 15)

Lowe (2018)
In this research study, Lowe examined students’ feedback
following participation in an alternative large-scale cooperative
music ensemble festival in comparison to traditional competitive

festivals. More precisely, the author defines a competition-festival
as a school ensemble contest where the performances standards
are rated externally. For its part, a cooperative festival is defined
as a music ensemble event focused on enjoyment, cooperative
and motivational outcomes and where the performances are
unrated. This research was conducted in Australia. A total of 345
students completed a survey comprising 21 items and a section
for comments. All of the students surveyed had just participated
in a cooperative-festival and most of them had participated in
a competition-festival in previous year. As the subject of this
last research is very specific, discussing the impact of a singular,
punctual event, it conveys less transferable data. Still, what can
be perceived from the learners’ voice in this study is that they
appreciate being part of a large, good-sounding ensemble with
friends and listening to high-achieving musicians as a source
of inspiration.

Transversal Results
The Liked and the Disliked
As shown in Figure 3, all categories that pertained to the
“dislikes” can be related to a mirror category within the “likes.”
That is to say that overall, most learners were consequent;
when considering an element as positive, they also described
its opposite as negative. For example, learners quite eloquently
described how they liked becoming aware of learning:

“Before I could only play the guitar, but when I came here I could

play the drums, piano and guitar.” (in Kokotsaki, 2017, p. 13)
“I enjoy playing the piano, learning new music, singing.” (in
Kokotsaki, 2016, p. 22)
“I’m happy to adapt now, and this is not even as a musician, this is

just in general. I wouldn’t say before the combo, I was particularly

adaptable, I would just kinda do what I was gonna do, no matter

what.” (in Black, 2017, p. 348)
“[. . . ] learned loads of things. I’ve no idea how to read music

[inaudible] but, like, I go on YouTube and I, umm, I search for

things but then, I also make my ownmusic as well.” (in Evans et al.,
2015, p. 13)

As shown in the previous examples, learning in the music
lesson can be highly varied. In addition to the expected (and
recurrently mentioned throughout the retained sources) learning
of instruments or new songs, some participants also mentioned
learning to adapt to diverse situations and transferring this
skill into their “normal” (non-musical) life. Other participants
discussed acquiring the ability to be autonomous in their music
learning and to learn songs by ear. An overarching perception,
shared among the majority of participants, is that musical
learning experiences are enjoyable and generate excitement:

“I think I haven’t stopped learning things from first year up until

now. I’ll probably keep going until whatever stage . . . I mean, if

combo hadn’t taken place, that band probably wouldn’t exist, so

that’s really cool [laughs].” (in Black, 2017, p. 352)

For many learners, experiential approaches seem to be correlated
to the perceived value of their learning experiences.
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FIGURE 3 | Likes, dislikes and how they relate to each other.

“In English, you do a lot of writing and study techniques. In music,

you still have lots to remember but you do this by practicing and

experiencing them rather than writing them down.” (in Kokotsaki,
2016, p. 22)
“Music is one of the most interactive subjects.” (in Kokotsaki, 2017,
p. 22)

Zones of Conflict
Despite the wide variety of contexts studied in the sources we
retained, there were very few apparent zones of conflict in the
learner’s discourse. Effectively, beyond their age or the context of
the research they took part in, they were on the same page on the
vast majority of topics they discussed. More precisely, in all the
excerpts, two topics emerged as potential zones of disagreement:
liking inclusivity vs. disliking wasting time and liking playing
keyboards vs. disliking playing only the keyboard.

First of all, many participants evoked an appreciation for
the inclusivity of their musical experience, where everyone was
welcomed to participate and accepted as a whole, with their
strengths and weaknesses. For example:

“Music’s a haven for people that, even if they aren’t accepted socially

you know, they go to anything in music and they are accepted.

That’s why I loved that life. Everyone in music is interesting.

Everyone in music got there their own way. There were a lot of trend

setters, trend breakers; there were a lot of people who didn’t care

what other people thought.” (in Countryman, 2009, p. 104)

“’It is a lesson where everyone in the class can get involved, so when

we come into the classroom we are all happy.” (in Kokotsaki, 2017,
p. 11)

While some learners valued inclusive music learning contexts,
others mentioned that they disliked “wasting” time. In such
instances, one of the causes that was attributed to inefficient
class time management was unequal levels of aptitudes within
their group:

“Sometimes you’ll be in a group lesson and then the people with you

aren’t as good as you are because they haven’t been playing as long.

And so, you have to go back to the beginning of it and go through it

all again.” (in Lowe, 2012, p. 14)

Such comments were formulated by learners who perceived their
own level in music as superior to those of some of their colleagues
who, in their opinion, were slowing down the group. Another
potential zone of conflict was related to keyboard use in class.
Some learners described playing the piano as something positive
that they would like to do more of during their classes: “We
didn’t have much time on the keyboards. Whenever we were on
the keyboards, it was to prepare for a test” (in Kokotsaki, 2017).
However, others included playing the piano among the elements
that they disliked about their music lessons:

“It is nearly all the same; we have to listen and then play something

on the piano.” (Kokotsaki, 2017, 2016, p. 29)
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“We don’t do composing a lot—all we do is play on the piano

and sometimes we get in groups and do questions, it’s boring.” (in
Kokotsaki, 2017, p. 27)

In Summary—What Are Young Music
Learners Saying About Their Musical
Experience?
The vast majority of the young music learners in the sources
retained expressed that they like to learn music and to be actively
engaged in their learning: they do want to play music, to create,
to help each other, to realize projects, to be creative and to express
themselves. However, what also stands out from the literature is
that some current teaching approaches are not only unsupportive
to help the learners to realize these powerful driving forces, but
also seem to hinder them. For example, most music learners (a)
don’t like to be lectured and tested, they prefer to be active in
a collaborative and non-stressful environment; (b) don’t like to
be directed in a top-down approach, they want to take part in
the decision-making process, and (c) prefer not to specialize too
quickly: they value learning various instruments and songs. A
pedagogical approach based on these preferences would arguably
promote learners’ engagement as well as their development of
21st-Century skills. Hence, why are some music teachers still
choosing to go against the grain and adopt a more formal
approach (as shown in Lowe, 2012; Kokotsaki, 2017).

DISCUSSION

(We should) play the actual instrument rather than looking at a
picture of an instrument.

(Participant in Kokotsaki, 2017, p. 29).

What Can We Learn From the Actual
Research on the Learner Voice in Music?
This literature review has shown that, despite the growing interest
in the learner voice in education, research explicitly interested in
the learner voice in the field of music is still limited. Given the
relatively limited number of studies that have covered the subject
so far, it is difficult to generalize any conclusions regarding the
learner voice in music. Hence, we posit that more research is
needed, with larger samplings, to provide a broader picture of the
music learners’ likes and dislikes in diverse contexts, both formal
and informal. Documenting a greater number of music learner
voices, more specifically exploring their zones of convergence
or divergence and the factors underlying their views of music
teaching and learning would represent a valuable contribution
to the field. That being said, young people’s voices are constantly
evolving, and their perspectives, ideas and preferences will vary
depending on the context in which they are collected. We
therefore suggest that great care is taken in transposing the
conclusions of one research study from one context to another,
as such an approach might not always meet the needs and
expectations of the participants.

Furthermore, we observed an important gap between the
research methods implemented in the sources analyzed and
the actual discourse on the learner voice. Effectively, while the
research studies we reviewed were above all listening to the

participants, most current learner voice theories agree on the idea
that merely listening to the learners voice is not enough; authentic
learner voice should promote empowerment and agencies of the
participants (Rudd et al., 2006; Rudduck, 2007). This calls for
a need to include the learners in sustainable ways throughout
the process of decision-making, both in their educational settings
and learner voice research.

How Can the Actual State of Knowledge About the

Learner Voice in Music Inform Teaching and Learning

Practices, and Guide Further Research in That Field?

Pedagogical Implications of the Learners’ Likes,

Dislikes and Zones of Conflict
Following what we have learned from the music learner voice,
a few actions can already be implemented in music education.
First of all, traditional one-to-one musical lessons centered on
developing a specialization on a single instrument and sanctioned
by a yearly exam seems to be alien to what most learners value.
Effectively, while an inspiring teacher was valued by the learners,
social connections with peers appeared to prevail for them.
Secondly, we believe that it is crucial to be under the assumption
that learners like to learn; music learners clearly expressed that
they want to learn and that they do not like to “waste” time.
However, they are also quite clear on how they prefer to learn.
In a single word: experientially. They like to “learn by doing,” or
more accurately, “learn by playing,” and not by “working.” They
also like to be empowered and tomake their own choice. Finally,
learners like to teach. The learners expressed repeatedly that they
value sharing what they have learned with their peers. Based on
the important potential of learning-by-teaching as a means to
consolidate learning (Duran, 2017; Koh et al., 2018), we believe
that this approach should be more exploited in music teaching
and learning.

If, as music teachers, our goal is to instill and nourish
the love of music and music-making in our learners, top-
down directive teaching approaches and formal testing might be
counterproductive. If it hinders the engagement and motivation
of the learner, what is the added value of a pedagogical
approach tailored to meet the requirements of a final exam
based on criterion that are disconnected to the learner’s interests?
Following our analysis, we propose a few innovative teaching and
learning approaches in music education, where the learner voice
is inclusively engaged in a dialogical decision-making process.

And Now?—Exploring Further Research Avenues
In all the sources retained in this literature review, researchers
listened to the learners’ voice. We posit that this innovative
approach conveys the potential to bring both significant and
positive changes to music teaching and learning, as long as
actions are taken following what leaners expressed. Effectively,
coming back to our initial learner voice definition4, participants
in these research studies were listened to and consulted.However,
they were not included in the decision-making process and even

4The process by which learners are listened to, consulted, included, take part, or take

charge of the decision-making process or take action about their learning or their

education in diverse contexts.
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With these goals in mind, we suggest the following avenues for promoting a more significant inclusion of learner voice in music education and learner-centered

approaches and practices:

• explore avenues to build and realize the full potential of social connections with peers

• ask learners what THEY would like to learn (instrument, repertoire, other musical and non-musical skills, such as recording or communication)

• ask learners HOW they think these learning goals should be approached

• include learners in designing lesson content, home practice goals, and long-term aims

• consult learners regularly about lesson content and method and ACT upon what they expressed, offering an authentic potential for changes and transformation

• include learners in discussing, implementing and evaluating these transformations

With these goals in mind, we suggest the following avenues for promoting a more significant inclusion of learner voice in music research:

• ask learners what THEY would like to investigate (research question and objectives)

• ask learners HOW they think these questions/objectives should be addressed (method)

• include learner in designing an experimentation (e.g., a specific program)

• consult learners more than once (e.g., at the beginning and at the end of a research project) and ACT upon what they expressed, offering an authentic potential

for changes and transformation

• include learner in discussing, implementing and evaluating these transformations

less so invited to take action about their learning or their
education. This is where the gap resides in current music research
on the learner voice. Firstly, none of the research design included
taking action in line with the ideas, perspectives or experiences
expressed by the learners. Secondly, in all the literature reviewed,
none included the learners in the research design, data collection,
and analysis or dissemination of knowledge. That is to say that
the learner voice was “listened to,” but that “the possibility
for change and transformation” (Robinson and Taylor 4th core
value) was more or less absent in those researches. This would
represent an important step to take in the field of research on the
learner voice in music. Similarly, extrapolating from the second
limitation of this literature review, further research on the learner
voice could place a special attention in providing access to all
raw data (e.g., full verbatim and/or recording of the interviews).
Such a practice would offer more visibility to the leaners voice
and could potentially contribute to maximize its impact “on the
ground.” In that direction, Kokotsaki (2017) stands out in our
literature review for it provides, in the Appendix a multipage
table featuring over 200 participants quotes associated with every
“categories of description” she used for analyzing the interviews
conducted. This is an interesting avenue for dissemination of
knowledge if publishing whole raw data transcripts is not feasible.
Using online resources for storing and sharing raw data would be
another avenue to explore in learner voice research.

For example, in Black (2017) the participants described how
participating in a jazz band combo influenced their musical and
non-musical development, thus validating the positive impact
of informal learning in a formal environment of jazz-learning
experiences. While the learner voice was heard, it was when
the researcher-teacher deemed it appropriate and about what
he decided to discuss. Furthermore, apart from the research
results, what the learners expressed did not result in changes and
transformation of their music learning experience.

Hence, we argue that it is now time that music education
take a step further and begin to listen also to the learners
prospectively instead of just retrospectively. That is to say that
listening to the learners’ voice should occur BEFORE planning

and implementing a data collection, WHILE the data collection
is going on, and AFTER the data collection. Furthermore, it is
equally important that actions be taken that are congruent with
what learners have expressed. It may also be beneficial to include
the learners in the research process and allow them to be agents
of the transformation they promote.

Limitations
The first limitation of this literature review is the small
number of sources we analyzed. This testifies to the relatively
scarce number of research studies explicitly focusing on “the
learner/student/pupil voice” in music. This limitation, therefore,
reveals a promising avenue for future research on this topic in
music. The second limitation of this literature review is that we
are using secondary sources to access the learner voice. As we
are re-analyzing quotations from published papers, our results
are undoubtfully tinted by the researchers’ lenses. Effectively, the
researchermade various decisions both during the data collection
process and when choosing which quotes to include or not in
their publications, based on their own perspectives and interests.
Such decisions oriented the participant’s discourse and the choice
of the published quotations. This limitation brings to light an
important question for further reflection in the field of learner
voice research: how can we faithfully document and disseminate
results in the learner voice?

Personal Reflection
Reading and analyzing this literature made us both sad and
hopeful. It made us sad because we listened to so many
frustrated voices who wanted to “play” and collaborate
but were constrained by rigid structures and teaching
approaches. It made us hopeful because whether in a creative
classroom or not, music learners from all around the world
expressed their desire to learn, teach, share, and create; all
we have to do as music educators is to facilitate these noble
inner drives.
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